Abstract The present work introduces and justi es the notion of hyperrobust learning where one xed learner has to learn all functions in a given class plus their images under primitive recursive operators. The following is shown: This notion of learnability does not change if the class of primitive recursive operators is replaced by a larger enumerable class of operators. A class is hyperrobustly Ex-learnable i it is a subclass of a recursively enumerable family of total functions. So, the notion of hyperrobust learning overcomes a problem of the traditional de nitions of robustness which either do not preserve learning by enumeration or still permit topological coding tricks for the learning criterion Ex. Hyperrobust BC-learning as well as the hyperrobust version of Ex-learning by teams are more powerful than hyperrobust Ex-learning. The notion of bounded totally reliable BC-learning is properly between hyperrobust Ex-learning and hyperrobust BC-learning. Furthermore, the bounded totally reliably BC-learnable classes are characterized in terms of innite branches of certain enumerable families of bounded recursive trees. A class of in nite branches of a further family of trees separates hyperrobust BC-learning from totally reliable BC-learning.
Introduction
Self-reference and coding-tricks are an elegant way to prove many separation results in inductive inference. For example, the class of all functions f such that f(0) is a program for f separates nite learning from the criterion Num which contains all classes that are subsets of enumerable families of total functions.
Similarly, the class of all functions f where f(0) is a program which computes f on almost all (but not necessarily all) places witnesses that BC-learning is more powerful than Ex-learning 5]. Such coding tricks allow to build simple proofs by using the following method: the less pretentious learner can evaluate the provided self-referential information | it is usually almost the desired output. But the more pretentious learner has to transform the information to information of higher quality (for example a program of a partial function into a program of a total extension) which turns out to be as di cult as well-known unsolvable recursion-theoretic problems. B arzdi n s proposed several notions of robust learning in order to nd a concept of learning, where decoding self-referential information cannot be any longer the essential part of learning. In particular, he was interested into the question whether learning by enumeration is the only type of learning, where coding does not help. His basic hypothesis was that no kind of coding trick was preserved by all recursive operators. So he strengthened the notion of learning by requiring that not only the class S itself but also each image (S) must be learnable for all suitable operators . Clearly, has to be recursive, but it was discussed whether must map total functions to total ones, that is, must be general recursive. Jain, Smith and Wiehagen 8] analyzed this question and discovered that all proposed notions roughly behave like one of the following two cases:
(a) The operator is only required to map the functions in S to total functions.
Then robust learning does not even preserve Num: Some operator maps some class of constant functions onto the class of all recursive functions which is not learnable. (b) The operator is required to be general recursive, that is, the image of every total function has to be total. Then there is a class outside Num which is still robustly Ex-learnable.
Case (b) looks much more natural, since any notion of learning in the limit should cover Num, in particular, every class of constant functions should be learnable. In his original de nition of robust learning, Fulk 7] followed this path and de ned that a class S is robustly learnable if (S) is learnable for all general recursive operators . Furthermore, he constructed already a class outside Num which is robustly learnable in the limit. Jain, Smith and Wiehagen 8] showed that Fulk's result can even be obtained using some topological kind of self-referential coding trick.
They constructed a class of functions f 1 ; f 2 ; : : : which converge pointwise to one function f such that, for every general recursive operator , either almost all (f k ) are equal to (f) and the class to be learned is nite or the point where (f k ) and (f) become di erent is, for almost all k, an upper bound on a program for f k . Having such an upper bound, one can nd a program for (f k ) in the limit.
So, there is some demand to nd a notion of robustness which on the one hand prevents the use of coding tricks and on the other hand preserves at least Num. The main idea to achieve this goal is to force the learner to cope with several images (S) at the same time while keeping these operators restrictive enough to preserve at least learnability by enumeration. So, given any S, let S] = f e (f) : e = 0; 1; : : : and f 2 Sg denote the closure of S under all primitive recursive operators 0 ; 1 ; : : : and de ne that S is hyperrobustly Ex-learnable i S] is Ex-learnable.
Theorem 2.5 justi es this de nition since it shows that the hyperrobustly learnable classes remain the same if one takes any larger enumerable class of operators instead of the one above. Furthermore, the notion of hyperrobust learning is compatible to standard robust learnability as used in 3, 8] : if S is hyperrobustly learnable then S is also robustly learnable. Moreover, if S is closed under nite variants then both notions are equivalent. The set S] is dense for every nonempty class S of functions, thus, hyperrobust learning cannot respect any bounds on the number of mind changes. Therefore, it is not suitable to look at mind change complexity in the context of hyperrobust learning and so, this paper focuses on the notions Num, Ex, BC and teams of Ex-learners or BC-learners.
This new notion of hyperrobust learning has also a further, more intuitive, motivation: Assume that a learner M can learn all axis-parallel rectangles in the plane. Certainly, one assumes that from M one can build a learner which additionally infers all rotated rectangles. However, clearly one does not want to build, for every di erent rotation , a learner succeeding just on rectangles mapped by the rotation . But instead one is interested in a learner which learns every image of any axis-parallel rectangle under any rotation . The notion of hyperrobustness re ects this situation by requiring that one learning machine M learns every image of the functions in a class S under all primitive recursive operators.
For the reader's convenience, the de nitions of Num, Ex and BC are included here: A learner M is a total recursive machine which receives as input initial segments of a total function f and outputs for every a guess for a program which is intended to represent a rule generating the function f. M learns f i almost all guesses are programs computing f; M learns a whole class S of functions i M learns every f 2 S. The di erence between the three criteria Num, Ex and BC is that a BC-learner need not satisfy any further requirements.
But an Ex-learner has to converge explicitly, that is, for su ciently large x the programs M(f(0)f(1) : : : f(x)) have to be the same. Num contains every class which is a subclass of an enumerable family of total recursive functions. One can infer the classes in Num by an easy algorithm called \learning by enumeration": the Ex-learner outputs always an index for the rst function in the given family which is consistent with the data yet seen. \Num" stands for classes contained in a numbering. \Ex" stands for explanatory learning, that is, the learner converges to an explanation or program for f. \BC" stands for behaviourally correct learning, that is, the learner outputs almost always correct conjectures but the learner does not necessarily converge syntactically to one single program for f. The notions of robustness can directly be transferred from Ex to BC: S is hyperrobustly BC-learnable i S] is BC-learnable. For the ease of notation, if a result holds for explanatory learning as well as for behaviourally correct learning, then just the notion \learnable" is used in place of Ex-learnable and BC-learnable, respectively. If a result holds only for one of these two notions, then this notion is mentioned explicitly. Of course, when using the simpli ed notion \learnable", one has always to replace every occurrence of \learnable" consistently by either \Ex-learnable" or \BC-learnable", but one must not mix both notions.
The interested reader can nd background information on recursion theory in the book of Odifreddi 11] These two facts establish a real di erence to robust learning because there are classes of recursive functions which are even robustly learnable with at most one mind change 8]. On the other hand, for hyperrobust learning, the notions Ex, BC and their team-versions are the most interesting ones.
The de nition of the mapping S ! S] and thus, also the de nition of hyperrobustness is based on the class of primitive recursive operators. The decision to choose the class of primitive recursive operators may seem to be just arbitrary and one may wonder how other choices for the class of operators e ect the notion of hyperrobustness. The next two results justify the de nition: First it is shown that every hyperrobustly learnable class is bounded in the following sense.
De nition 2.3 A class S is bounded i there is a total recursive function g which dominates every f 2 S: (8f 2 S) (9x) (8y x) f(y) g(y)].
Second it is shown that if, in the de nition of hyperrobust learning, the enumeration 0 ; 1 ; : : : of all primitive recursive operators is replaced by a larger enumerable class of operators, then one still gets the same learning notion. Since is a primitive recursive operator, M has to infer (f) for every f 2 S. But whenever (f)(x) is 1, then M has made a prediction mistake and so, (f) takes only nitely often a value di erent from 0. Since M has to infer every primitive recursive function by Fact 2.2, M learns in particular all functions of the form 0 1 . Thus the following function g is recursive:
g(x) = maxfminfs : (9t < s) M s ( 0 t )# = 0]g : 2 f0; 1g x g: Whenever f(x) > g(x) then one nds within f(x) stages some t < f(x) such that M( x 0 t ) # = 0. So, the inductive de nition of diagonalizes for some y 2 fx; x + 1; : : : ; x + f(x)g against the learner M, that is, y+1 = y 1 while M( y ) = 0. Thus there exist at most nitely many x with f(x) > g(x) and, therefore, g dominates f. Since the construction of g does not depend on the actual choice of f, g dominates every function in S.
The next result shows that one does not change the notion of hyperrobust learning if one uses a more powerful enumerable family of general recursive operators instead of the family of all primitive recursive operators. As already mentioned above, this result provides an important justi cation of the model: the de nition of hyperrobust learning does not depend on the actual choice of the class of operators as long as this class is \su ciently rich" (for example, if the class contains all primitive recursive operators, or, all polynomial time computable operators). Clearly, if the class of operators contains only the identity operator, then hyperrobust and ordinary Ex-learning coincide and so, \su ciently rich" is a necessary and natural postulate. Theorem 2.5 If S is hyperrobustly learnable then S is also hyperrobustly learnable with respect to any given enumerable family 0 ; 1 ; : : : of general recursive operators.
Proof The main idea is the following: there is a function h with primitive recursive graph such that the operator given by
f (1)0 h (2) f(2) : : : is primitive recursive and maps the function e (f) into S] for all f 2 S and every operator e . Then any hyperrobust learner M also infers every function ( e (f)) and can thus be translated into a learner succeeding on all functions e (f) by ignoring the zeros pasted into e (f) by .
So, the main part of the proof is to show that h exists and that the concatenation ( e ) is primitive recursive for every operator e .
Given S, there exists a recursive function g which dominates all f 2 S by Theorem 2.4. Now, g is used in order to de ne the desired function h:
h(x) is the smallest number of computational steps s such that, for all y x, all e x and all functions f with f(z) g(z)+x, the computation e (f)(y) terminates within s steps. The function h is well-de ned since every operator e maps every total (not necessarily recursive) function onto a total function. The veri cation that h is recursive uses similar ideas like the proof of the folklore result that a Turing reduction which gives a total function for every oracle can be turned e ectively into a truth-table reduction. Furthermore, one can primitive recursively check whether some computation halts within s stages if s is a lower bound for the input. So the graph of h is primitive recursive. To compute ( e )(f)(x) one rst checks whether x is of the form h(0) + 1 + h(1) + 1 + : : : + h(y). If so, one can compute e (f)(y) within maxfh(e); h(y)g steps and output this value; in particular f is also only queried at places below maxfh(e); h(y)g. Otherwise, ( e (f))(x) = 0 and neither any computations nor any queries are necessary. So, ( e ) is a primitive recursive operator. Corollary 2.6 (a) If S is hyperrobustly learnable then S is also robustly learnable in the sense that (S) is learnable for every general recursive operator . The criterion Num is quite prominent | B arzdi n s, Leeuwen and Zeugmann 1, 17] showed that it coincides with further natural criteria: PEx-learning where the learner outputs only programs of total functions; NV-learning where the learner is total and predicts every f 2 S almost everywhere correctly; robustly totally reliable Ex-learning where a totally reliable Ex-learner either infers a function or diverges on it. Minicozzi 2, 10] introduced the notion of reliable learning; the di erence between reliable Ex-learning and totally reliable Ex-learning is that in the second case the learner has also to diverge on nonrecursive functions while an ordinary reliable Ex-learner may behave arbitrarily on nonrecursive functions.
The next result adds hyperrobust learning to this list of characterizations of Num. So, every hyperrobust learnable class S can be learned by enumeration where the learner always outputs an index for the rst recursive function, from a list of total recursive functions, which is consistent with the data seen so far. The converse direction is proven similar to Theorem 2.5. Assume that M Ex-learns S]. Then M infers all functions of the form 0 1 . Since M is an Ex-learner, one knows that, for every , either ' M( ) (x) is de ned for the rst value x =2 f0; 1; : : :; g(x)g h(0)+1+h(1)+1+:::+h(x?1) , either ' M( );h(x) (h(0)+1+h(1)+1+ : : : + h(x ? 1)) has converged or M( y0 h(x) ) 6 = M( ) for all y g(x). The function h is total since M has to infer every function which is almost everywhere 0. are, for almost all x, equal to some value e. From the de nition of h it follows that the computation ' e (h(0) + 1 + h(1) + 1 + h(2) + 1 + : : : + h(x)) converges within h(x + 1) steps to f(x) for almost all x. Thus the function x ! h(x + 1) dominates the computation time for all f 2 S, which implies that the class S is in Num.
Hyperrobust BC-Learning is not Trivial
Within this section, it is shown that hyperrobust BC-learning does not collapse to Num as hyperrobust Ex-learning and attempts are made to characterize hyperrobust BC. A major tool in this research is the use of recursively bounded recursive trees 11, page 509], just called bounded recursive trees from now on. These trees are a generalization of binary recursive trees: for a bounded recursive tree T one can compute for every 2 T a complete list of the immediate successors in T which is impossible in the general case, even if has only nitely many successors. But it is still true when a recursive function bounds the size of the successors, that is, whenever a 2 T then a b(j j) for some xed recursive function b. So, one can de ne a bounded recursive tree as a recursive function c which associates with every 2 T a nite and explicit list of all nodes a 2 T. If c is primitive recursive then T is called a bounded primitive recursive tree.
A learning machine M is said to be reliable if M either converges to a correct program for the input function, or outputs in nitely often a signal for divergence, which, in the case of Ex-learning, can just be a mind change. Producing semantic mind changes alone is not su cient to get a reliable version of BC-learning that di ers from ordinary BC, as the following fact shows. This fact is based on two observations: First, behavioural correct learners can be made consistent. That is, the new consistent learner outputs for every input a hypothesis which is correct on the data seen so far 1, 6] . Second, consistent learners either converge semantically to the desired function or make in nitely many semantic mind changes.
Fact 3.1 For every BC-learnable class S there is a BC-learner which either converges semantically or makes in nitely many semantic mind changes.
Proof A given BC-learner M for S can be easily transformed into a new
If M learns a function f, so does N since N changes the guess of M only on already known arguments by using the given values. If N semantically converges on f and almost always outputs some program of a xed function then = f: for every x, there is a f such that N( ) computes and x 2 dom( ). It follows that (x) # = (x) = f(x). So, N learns a function f i N converges semantically on f. Looking a bit closer, it even holds that N learns a function f i N outputs in nitely often the same program during the inference of f. Therefore, the analogue of reliable learning for BC must signal divergence more explicitly. A suitable de nition is the following: The reliable BC-learner indicates divergence either by outputting a special value like \?" or by making a de nitely wrong prediction where the underlying BC-learner is given by an NV 00 -prediction machine M 5, 15] , which, by de nition, is successful on f if (8f 2 S) (
A more restrictive variant is totally reliable learning 2, 10] where the learner has to signal divergence not only on all recursive functions not learned but also on all nonrecursive function which cannot be learned by de nition. where, of course, the special symbol \?" is di erent from a. Clearly, the T form a recursive family of trees bounded by g. Assume now that T has in nitely many in nite branches. As a consequence of K onig's Lemma and the fact that T is nitely branching, there is an in nite branch f which is not isolated. This implies that M cannot predict f at almost all points correctly. So, on input f, divergence must also be signaled above by M, which contradicts the fact that f is an in nite branch of T .
For every f 2 S, there is a pre x f such that M predicts f correctly after seeing and all x with f(x) > g(x) are in dom( ). Then it follows from the de nition that f is an in nite branch of T and direction ()) is completed. ((): Let T 0 ; T 1 ; : : : be a family of bounded recursive trees such that every tree has only nitely many in nite branches and every function in S is branch of such a tree. Without loss of generality, the family is dense in the sense that for every there is a tree containing . This can be achieved by adding all nite trees of the form f : g to the list. The new family is still enumerable and the class of functions on trees in the family remains the same. Let T ] denote all nodes of the tree T which are comparable to . Now the totally reliable BC-learner works as follows:
M( ) nds the rst tree T e with 2 T e . If there was a recent change of the tree, that is, if there is e 0 < e with 2 T e 0 for all then M( ) = ? in order to signal divergence. Otherwise M( ) searches for an a such that T e b] is nite for all b 6 = a and M( ) = a if such an a is found.
The rst step of the algorithm is well-de ned since every is node of some tree T e .
If f is not in nite branch of any tree T e then, during the inference of f, M signals in nitely often divergence, since M has in nitely often to change the tree.
If f is in nite branch of some tree then there is a rst such tree T e in the enumeration. For su ciently large = f(0)f(1) : : :f(x), f is the only in nite branch of T e ] and = 2 T e 0 for any e 0 < e. Now f(x + 1) is the unique value a with T e a] being in nite. Since the trees T e are uniformly bounded recursive, a suitable search algorithm nds the value f(x + 1). Therefore, M predicts f almost everywhere, that is, M(f(0)f(1) : : : f(x))# = f(x + 1) for almost all x.
So, for every function f, M either BC-learns f (in the prediction model) or M signals in nitely often divergence.
The next theorem establishes some compatibility between the various notions of reliable learning. It shows that reliable Ex-learning and totally reliable BC-learning are generalizations of totally reliable Ex-learning in two disjoint directions. Proof For the rst statement, let S be bounded and totally reliably BC-learnable. There is a uniformly recursive family T 0 ; T 1 ; : : : of trees such that every tree has only nitely many in nite branches and every function in S is in nite branch of some tree T e . Without loss of generality, one can assume that for every e and every primitive recursive operator there is some e 0 such that T e 0 = (T e ). Otherwise, T 0 ; T 1 ; : : : can be replaced by another uniformly recursive family of trees which contains the trees T i and which is closed under all primitive recursive operators. So, whenever f 2 S and is a primitive recursive operator then there is some tree T e such that f is in nite branch of T e and also of some further tree T e 0 = (T e ). This implies that (f) is an in nite branch of T e 0 . So, the class S 0 of all in nite branches of T 0 ; T 1 ; : : : contains S]. By Theorem 3.4 there is a totally reliable BC-learner M for S 0 . Now M is also a BC-learner for S] and, thus, already a hyperrobust BC-learner for S.
The second statement can be proven using the following idea: one constructs a family of binary trees T 0 ; T 1 ; : : : such that, for every tree T e and every primitive recursive operator i , the in nite branches of the image tree i (T e ) are either isolated or nonrecursive. Furthermore, T e diagonalizes against the learner M e from an enumerable list M 0 ; M 1 ; : : : of all learners in such a way that whenever M e is a totally reliable BC-learner then T e has only one in nite branch on which M e in nitely often signals divergence. The class S = f i (f) : i (f) is recursive and f is on T e for some i; eg witnesses the separation. The details of the construction of the T e and the verication that S is hyperrobustly BC-learnable but not totally reliable BC-learnable are omitted due to space constraints. Note that the probability and the fraction h k of successful machines in the team have to be really greater than 1 n+1 and cannot be equal to this value, since a team of k = h (n + 1) learners, where h learners have to succeed, can already infer the union of n+1 learnable classes: the rst h learners follow the algorithm to learn S 1 , the second h learners follow the algorithm to learn S 2 , : : :, the last h learners follow the algorithm to learn S n+1 .
For hyperrobust Ex-learning, one can show that this connection between team-learning on the one side and unions on the other side does no longer hold.
The hyperrobustly Ex-learnable classes are closed under union but teams of n+1 hyperrobust Ex-learners are more powerful than teams of n learners. An intuitive explanation for this fact is that if S 1 S 2 ] needs a team of two Ex-learners then so does S 1 ] or S 2 ]. So, the closure operation does not permit to split a class of functions into two classes which are really easier to learn. The result follows from the equivalence of hyperrobust Ex-learning and Num and from the fact that Num is closed under union. The next result establishes that the team hierarchies for hyperrobust Ex-learning and hyperrobust BC-learning are proper. Theorem 4.2 The team hierarchy for hyperrobust learning is proper. Proof Let S k be the set of all functions which are in nite branch of some bounded primitive recursive tree of rank up to k.
Given f, the learning algorithm rst nds (in the limit) a tree T such that f is an in nite branch of T. Having found this tree T, one uses the algorithm of Case, Kaufmann, Kinber and Kummer 4] who showed that knowing an index of the tree and having a primitive recursive function majorizing all in nite branches, one can learn the function by a team of k+1 Ex-learners or k BC-learners, respectively. The team-size is also optimal. The class S k is closed, that is, S k ] = S k . So, it follows that S k is learnable by a team of hyperrobust learners of size k (BC) and k + 1 (Ex), respectively, but not by a smaller team.
Furthermore, for hyperrobust Ex-learning, one can even show that there exists a proper team hierarchy within the class of all hyperrobustly BC-learnable functions. The n-th level of this hierarchy is given by the class of all in nite branches of bounded primitive recursive trees of width up to n, that is, of trees which have in every depth at most n nodes.
Conclusion
The research on robust learning has the goal to investigate whether there are learning notions which make it impossible to learn a function by evaluating self-referential coding-information in the graph of the function. The previous approaches to consider all classes (S) either still allowed some topological kind of coding 7, 8] or permitted partial operators which already destruct the basic algorithm \learning by enumeration". The authors believe that such a basic algorithm should be preserved and therefore propose a new approach: the learner has to deal with all images of general recursive operators (S) simultaneously. The collection of operators used must nevertheless be restricted since permitting all operators would mean to postulate the learning of all recursive functions. It is shown that using all primitive recursive operators is a reasonable choice. In particular, the following two results justify this notion: rst, all su ciently powerful families of operators give the same notion of learning; second, a class S is hyperrobustly learnable with respect to this choice of operators i the closure of S under nite variants is robustly learnable with respect to the traditional de nition. Hyperrobust Ex-learning meets B arzdi n s' hypothesis since it collapses to Num. But the hyperrobust versions of BC-learning and team-learning permit the inference of classes outside Num. There are relations between hyperrobust BC-learning and totally reliable BC-learning. Furthermore, families of bounded recursive trees turn out to be a useful tool for investigating hyperrobust learning and for characterizing totally reliable BC-learning of bounded classes.
